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How to get to Hannover Medical School (MHH) and find building K11 

Department of Obstetrics, Gynaecology & Reproductive Medicine 
(Frauenklinik / Klinik für Frauenheilkunde und Geburtshilfe) 
 
Please plan some extra time to find your way across the campus of the MHH!  
It is not the easiest thing to find a certain spot within the campus of the MHH. 
 

Travelling from Hannover main station (Haupfbahnhof) 

By train (Deutsche Bahn): 

Regional train R3 (going to Celle), Suburban train S3 (going to Celle), Regional train line 
R9 (going to Hildesheim):  

Please get on at Hannover main station and get off at Karl-Wiechert-Allee. Take the lift / 
stairs up to the city tram line U4 (to Roderbruch), leave after two stops at Misburger Straße 

 

By city tram (Üstra): 

Tram line U4 (going to Roderbruch) runs from Garbsen via Kröpcke. U4 has no stop at 
Hannover main station but you can walk 400m to Kröpcke and get on there. 

Alternatively, you can take tram line U1, U2, or U8 (Messe), located two levels below 
Hannover main station and get off at the second stop, Aegidientorplatz. Here, remain on the 
same level and change on to tram line U4 (towards Roderbruch) on the other side of the 
platform. 

Please leave U4 at the stop Misburger Straße (which is one stop before the stop 
Medizinische Hochschule (Hannover Medical School!).Go left to the Helsdorfer Straße and 
follow the road for 500 m. The main entrance to K11 is on the right. 
 
Tickets: You can use a one way single ticket (Einzelticket) which is valid for 90 minutes and 
covers the rest of the journey (whether by train or tram) to Hannover Medical School. Or buy 
a Tagesticket, which is valid for one day. 
 

Travelling from Hannover Airport (approx. 1 hour by public transport) 

A taxi from the airport to MHH it may take 25 minutes and costs approximately 40€. 

Take a suburban train S5 to Hannover main station. The journey takes approximately 17 
minutes. From Hannover main station you can take the train or city tram as described above.  
 

Travelling by car: 

 From Kassel on the A7: Please take the A37 in the direction of Hannover at the 
Hannover-Süd interchange (Autobahn-Dreieck). The A37 becomes the 
"Messeschnellweg". 

 From Hamburg on the A7: Please take the A37 in the direction of Hannover at the 
Hannover-Kirchhorst interchange (Autobahn-Kreuz). See further directions below.  

 From Dortmund or Berlin on the A2: Please take the A37 in the direction of Hannover 
at the Hannover-Buchholz interchange (Autobahn-Kreuz). See further directions below. 

 From the A37 (= Messeschnellweg) Please exit at the Weidetor roundabout 
(Weidetorkreisel) onto Karl-Wiechert-Allee. From here it is a short drive to the MHH. 

Turn left at the first crossing after you have passed the main entrance Haupteinfahrt). Please 
drive right at the next crossing where you will find parking space next to K11. 
  



 

Conference rooms inside building K11, ground floor 
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